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9 processi planetari per mantenere la soglia di sostenibilità:
Per 3 di questi siamo oltre la soglia: CO2, biodiversità e ciclo dell’azoto
2 di questi 3 hanno rilevanza per la compatibilità ambientale dell’eolico offshore

Energyforum.com

Something doesn’t work properly:
• oil and coal are the main sources of energy, and
there is a
• worldwide target to reduce CO2 emissions by
2020
how can we aim for reduction if the main sources
(oil and coal) are the most CO2 consuming?
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Ecosystem services
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Main CO2 sink (and
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carbon cycle
Compensatory programs and programs
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Ecosystem restoration

Off-shore wind farms have a huge
potential in coping renewal energy
systems with conservation
approaches (de facto MPAs),
reducing the general negative view
of the involved/local communities

Attention!

Off-shore wind farms are not free of environmental impacts

End-of-life impact with/without removal
Wilson (2011) InTech, ISBN: 978-953-307-237-1

• Increased boat and vessel traffic increased local emissions, effect on the
pelagic community (from fish to cetaceans), possible oil spills, increased
collision probabilities, local increased electromagnetic waves…
• Installation of variety of instruments for wind and current
measurements fix or mobile, drilling and dredging, electromagnetic
effects of sensors, noise (disturbing or lethal)…
• Terrain sampling dredging (physical bottom destruction), increased
water turbidity…
• Increased economic entries in the designated area
Evaluation of multiplier environmental impacts/benefits has to further consider:
• Type of turbine (piles, tripodes, floating, other)
• Size, number and height of turbines
• Siting (pristine or devastated area)
• Surface of wind farm
• Distance to power converter and/or to shore
• The instruments used during and post construction

Construction phase:
• Inland construction material obtaining (mining, extracting),
effects on inland ecosystems, elevated CO2 emissions during
construction of turbine pieces
• Off-shore mounting siting, transportation (land-port-off-shore),
assemblage (all based on high Carbon energy sources), noise

Installation phase:
• Increased boat traffic and big vessel (heavy transport, collisions)
• Dredging, trawling, drilling, pile-driving
• Sediment movement (up-welling and anoxic sediments surface)
• Increased turbidity
• Direct habitat destruction or fragmentation
• Depletion of scour protection (habitat change)
• Noise (vessels, drilling)
• Visual impact
• Increased possibility of accidental oil spills
• Commercial and recreational activities decrease

•

Noise decreased after construction to about 1kHz; depends on number of turbines
and decreases with distance

•

Electromagnetic waves effect on migrating and pelagic animals, nursing effect on
fish, communication disturbance amongst animals by disturbing frequencies

•

Scour protection artificial reef effects (www.towers of life.com,
http://www.renewableenergymagazine.com/article/dong-energy-to-build-artificialreefs-at), cost-effective de facto Marine Protected Areas, stepping-stones in
colonization (native and non-native species)

•

Turbine presence bird mortality?, migration disruption/attraction (reptiles, fish,
mammals and birds), light disturbances, coastal settlement/protection, temperaure
increase?

•

Farms presence as a network de facto Marine Protected Areas, no-fishing zones,
ecotourism zones, environment recovery or creation

•

Renewable energy functioning for up to 50 years

With removal:
• New created/recovered habitat destruction
• Construction phase impacts instead of construction of turbines,
dismantling has to be considered
• Return to original conditions back to fishing (trawling, dredging, nets)

Without removal (after tempering):
• New niche creation after disturbance effects (construction, electromagnetic
waves, corrosion)
• Maintenance of recovered or created ecosystem
• Maintenance of a de facto MPA no-fishing, eco-recreational activities,
nursery with spill-out of recruits

Anholt wind farm, Denmark

NOTE: for most of the considered aspects, there is a great
0->20m=Avian (A)

Exploration

lack of knowledge/evidence to assume if a certain event is
a benefit or an impact!

• Most of disturbance is local and spontaneous vessel traffic), eventual
introduction of instruments-see construction-; effect depends highly
on underlying benthic/pelagic community (Affects A and S)
~30m=Summerged (S)

~20m=Bottom (B)

Installation
• Noise and drilling/dredging will probably be avoided by most
animals (even up to 100km far)(Affects A, S and B)
• Upwelling and output of sediment/OM can be attractive as food
source but also can become lethal for benthic communities (Affects S
and B) because of noxious buried substances (including pollutants)
• Scour protection may utterly introduce a new habitat, a new disturb
(Affects S and B)
• Vessel traffic increases the probabilities of collision, disorientation in
migration, oil spills (Affects A and S)

Operation

~20m=Avian (A)

~30m=Summerged (S)

~20m=Bottom (B)

• Constant boat traffic for monitoring, less than during installation
(Affects A)
• Electromagnetic waves can affect fish nurseries, mammal
communication, migrators orientation (Affects A and B)
• Bird mortality by collision, but some have been seen nesting?
(Affects A)
• Scour protection (affects A, S and B) can:
 become an ideal artificial reef and promising (costeffective) de facto MPA (reduced fishing, controlled
recreational activities, aquaculture possibilities
 act as stepping stones allowing colonization, including
alien/non-native species
 unite the fragmented habitats if predisposed as a network
• Floating turbines can become ideal FADs (Fish Aggregating Devices)
• Increased fish abundance/over-spill (Affects A, S and B)
Decommissioning (affects A, S and B)
• Idem construction and installation when removed
• Recovered or created ecosystem maintained and will remain as a de
facto MPAs, even if not surveyed (no one want to lose their gear!!!)

Table summary of
monitoring standards
and indicators for all
renewable off-shore
energies; from Shumchenia
et al. (2012) The Scientific
World Journal
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The project is
producing the
guidelines to design,
manage and monitor
network of MPAs, and
an enriched wind atlas
for both the
Mediterranean and
the Black Seas

Socioeconomic studies
are integrating to
knowledge-based
environmental
management aiming at
both environmental
protection(MPAs) and
clean energy production
(Offshore Winffarms).

OFFSHORE WINDFARMS ARE NEW HOPES FOR ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY ENERGY
CONSUMPTION IN EUROPE. Additional studies are needed for the offshore projects in order
to achieve more knowledge regarding the environmental impacts, the effects on radars and
the collision risks. An early and active involvement of the public could also help to increase
the social acceptance of the projects.

The aim of the European Union's ambitious
Marine Strategy Framework Directive
(adopted in June 2008) is to protect more
effectively the marine environment across
Europe. It aims to achieve good
environmental status of the EU's marine
waters by 2020 and to protect the resource
base upon which marine-related economic
and social activities depend.

